[Predictors of multiple sclerosis development trends with special reference to "questionable initial manifestations"].
Within 10 years we have had evidence in our department of 173 cases of proven multiple sclerosis (MS) and 63 cases which primarily were called by us: "bland entzündliches Geschehen" (BEG) instead of "possible first onset of multiple sclerosis". 44% of these cases remained as a singular manifestation, whereas 56% developed to established MS. This underlines our proposition of a new classification which does not call such questionable first symptoms as "possible first onset of MS" but as "bland entzündliches Geschehen". This is much less severe and prejudicatory for the bearers of such symptoms. Furthermore we could demonstrate clear correlations between clinical and laboratory findings and the probability of development of MS and the improbability of such a development, respectively. We could not find such predictors up till now in the literature. The several laboratory parameters, relevant for MS (not only with regard to BEG, but also to the whole population which clinically proven MS) could be tested regarding their sensitivity. As a remarkable result, to our knowledge not mentioned so far in the literature, we could demonstrate the flicker-fusion-analysis to be the leading laboratory test. In addition it is a very simple laboratory method, as far as time and money are concerned. It is at least as valid as visual evoked potentials which in the literature are considered to be the most sensible test. Taking into account the few cases examined with the magnet resonance tomography until today, this method, seems to be less sensitive than flicker-fusion-analysis. We do not have a 100% laboratory method at our disposal.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)